ENDF/B-V PU-241B
resonance total cross section

![Graph showing resonance total cross section with energy on the x-axis (MeV) and cross section on the y-axis (barns). The peak of the curve is around 10^3 barns at an energy of 10^-7 MeV.](image)
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- Energy range from $10^{-5}$ to $10^{-4}$ MeV
- Cross section range from $10^1$ to $10^3$ barns
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![Graph showing cross sections for different reactions as a function of energy.](image-url)
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ENDF/B-V PU-241B Delayed neutron spectra

Energy (MeV)
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- Group 1: $0.0100$ decay/shake $1.280E-10$
- Group 2: $0.2290$ decay/shake $2.990E-10$
- Group 3: $0.1730$ decay/shake $1.240E-09$
- Group 4: $0.3900$ decay/shake $3.520E-09$
- Group 5: $0.1820$ decay/shake $1.610E-08$
- Group 6: $0.0160$ decay/shake $3.470E-08$
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